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March 2021: Product
Update

Improvements, optimizations, and new
tools that make marketing easy &

automatic.  
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The Smart Chiropractor

New: The Official Smart Chiropractor Store is live.

New: The introduction of personalized social posting (starting rollout) for TSC members.

New: Expanded team to include Success Specialist to help members get the most out of TSC.

New: Clinical conversations / guest contributors expanded in the TSC Blog.

New: Rollout of e-commerce emails in ChiroEmails for TSC co:Lab members.

New: Updates to the ChiroEmails visual email builder - specifically the ability to select stock images and have
more control over the style of the social icons.

The Smart Chiropractor

New: The Official Smart Chiropractor Store is live.

Everything you need to market your practice is now available in one convenient place. The Smart
Chiropractor store contains content marketing campaigns, speciality programs, marketing
templates, practice art, and even a little chiropractic apparel.

New: The introduction of personalized social posting (starting rollout) for TSC members.

Personalized social posting is here! You'll notice that many of your social posts will now include
your practice website, phone number, name, and more. This personalization will lead to more
engagement and a much more direct call to action to attract more patients onto your schedule.

New: Expanded team to include Success Specialist to help members get the most out of TSC.

We've added a new member to our Success Team! She'll be following up with our TSC members
personally to track their progress, find new opportunities for improved growth, and ensure that
TSC is working for you!

New: Clinical conversations / guest contributors expanded in the TSC Blog.

Our blog has generated over 3K visits since it's launch not too long ago. And now it's not only the
best place to learn chiropractic marketing. We've recently launched our Clinical Conversations
feature which includes guest posts from many of the best clinicians in chiropractic.
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New: Rollout of e-commerce emails in ChiroEmails for TSC co:Lab members.

E-commerce is here, and never been easier! Our Smart Care Stores are now LIVE for our co:Lab members.
Smart Care Stores allow you to provide a seamless shopping experience for your patients. You don't need to
carry inventory or worry about ordering- it's all done for you. Featuring over 5,000 supplements and products
and our done for you promotional email campaigns- you're going to hear a lot more about e-commerce as we
roll this out over the next few months.

New: Updates to the ChiroEmails visual email builder - specifically the ability to select stock images and have
more control over the style of the social icons.

Our ROI machine, ChiroEmails, continues to receive game-changing updates. Members now have the ability to
select from our awesome library of stock images and change the appearance of their social icons in our email
templates.


